
Refrigeration and 
Conditioning
Refrigerator, Air Conditioning, Heating Pump, Chiller Compressor, Capillar, Evaporator, 
Condenser, Heat Exchanger

Microline designs and manifactures test solutions for the 
production line and the laboratory.
They are test and control rigs that guarantee satisfaction of company 
requirement. Furthermore they have a key role in the certification process 
of an industrial product,  according to relevant standards: UNI EN 12055, 
UNI EN 13771-1, EN 13771-2, EN 378-2, EN 328, IEC 60335-2-89. 

R&D AND L AB OR ATORY EQUIPMENT

Customized projects for testing, control, data acquisition, 
phisical and electrical parameters processing, functional and life 
tests, tests under specific contitions.
_ Measures acquisition and automatic processing of specific  
 parameters according to the relevant product standards
_ Product characterization under several conditions
_ Test on components (that will be use in the finished product) and  
 quality acceptance test
_ Test on finished product

CALORIMETER FOR REFRIGER ATION C OMPRESSOR

A calorimeter measures the performance of hermetic 
refrigeration compressors according to norms EN 13771-1, ISO 
917, ASHRAE 23.
It reaches an accuracy better than 1% of read value for the C.O.P and 
cooling capacity. It also carries  start-ability and break down tests.
It allows testing with or without ventilation. It guarantees stability and a 
wide range of working temperatures and cooling capacity.  
All operational parameters and tolerances, set-point and gauging 
values, are accessible by the customer to allow full control of the 
bench. 
It comes with one or more station, with integrated or separated climatic 
chamber.
The calorimeter can be equipped with refrigerant flow measurement 
device as a secondary method in order to verify results reliability.

FIELDS OF APPLICATION

CAROUSEL FOR REFRIGER ATOR TEST

The equipment is designed to run functional tests on electrical 
equipment, in particular refrigerators of all kinds.
It consists of a control unit and a number of acquisition boxes placed 
near the products being tested.
The acquisition box monitors up to 5 temperatures and the current of 
the unit being tested.
At the end of the test cycle each acquisition box transmits the correct 
results to the control station, where they are saved in a database and 
compared with the typical behaviour of the refrigerator being tested.
The test result is shown on the control station monitor and stored in the 
database.
Two configurations are available: batch test (acquisition boxes are fixed 
and testing is made in batches) and mobile carousel (acquisition boxes 
move in a closed loop).

OTHER L AB OR ATORY OR PRODUCTION TEST EQUIPMENT 
ON REFRIGER ATION PRODUCT S AND C OMPONENT S

_ Measuring of refrigeration capillary flow
_ Test of condenser
_ Test of evaporator
_ Leak test on heat exchangers gas or hydraulic circuits
_ Nitrogen charge for loading cycles on heat exchangers 
_ Electrical and functional tests on conditioner (internal and external  
 unit)

Equipment for electrical safety test or leak 
and flow tests

Wireless acquisition box for refrigerators
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Calorimeter for refrigeration compressor



FLOWMETER 

It measures performance faster than a calorimeter balancing a 
slightly less accurate measurement. 
It is commonly used for comparative measurement in quality control or 
components acceptance test.

REFRIGER ATION CIRCUIT TEST

_ Determination of refrigeration circuit performance
_ Determination of loss coefficient
_ Automatic determination of ideal charge
_ Automatic determination of energy label – energy efficency class
_ Determination of the performance of each component
_ Determination of finished product performance
_ Determination of performance under specific working conditions

Equipment used to measure, evaluate and compare refrigeration 
and heat pump circuits in their specific running conditions. 
The test rig is made up of a powerful acquisition device managed by 
a flexible control system and by a series of high accuracy sensors, 
equipped with quick connectors, to be inserted in the refrigeration 
circuit under test.

The equipment does not simply save the data,  but rather also includes 
the following functions:
_ Power supply to the compressor and other electrical devices
_ Management of vacuum pump and scales to automatically determine  
 the ideal gas charge (*)
_ Compensation of thermal load inside the product being tested (*)
_ Control of temperature and humidity in the return air to the dryers (*)
_ Automatic determination of energy class
(*) The control functions are implemented based on the type of product 
under test

STATISTICAL TEST FOR REFRIGER ATOR  THERMOSTAT S

Test rig to process 10 thermostats simultaneously.
It submits the thermostat sensor to a thermal cycle properly controlled 
(from +10 to -40 °C with programmable gradient). Then it checks the 
setting temperature at which the thermostat switches, keeping the 
contacts under load and the thermostat body at fixed-temperature.
The equipment performs the following tests:
_ Test on component for quality check-in for entry material
_ Verify of the set points of the thermostats
_  Verify of false or unstable contacts with very low temperature  
 gradient

OTHER L AB OR ATORY TEST S  
ON REFRIGER ATION C OMPRESSOR

To get compressor functionality evaluations, under different conditions 
and conforming to the relevant standards. Both for compressor as a 
finished product or as an entry component to be insepcted.
 
Life test in overloading condition
High ambient temperature, high pressure, high or low supply voltage, 
etc.).

Life and functional tests on external components
Check of the correct operation of starting devices and protection and 
check of the operation of motor-protections, starting relays and ptc, 
making them carry out cycles in severe conditions. 

Locked rotor tests
The compressor is made to work in severe conditions, with high 
temperature on the shell and its components, including windings, 
continuously monitoring electrical and functional efficiency.

END-OF-LINE TEST EQUIPMENT 

Modular, flexible and scalable test rigs that carry out both simple tests 
with single line-end workstation and fixed or mobile acquisition systems 
for up to 250 units configuration.

TEST ON REFRIGER ATION C OMPRESSOR

Tests on open compressors 
Checks the correct electrical and mechanical assembly before the 
compressor shell is finally closed.

Running in
Subjects the compressor to a short running in cycle on reduced voltage 
and check the electrical characteristics.

Tests on closed compressors
Re-checks the correct electrical and mechanical assembly, tightness 
and the pumping capacity of the compressor.

Vibration test
Checks the level of compressor vibrations through the measurement of 
the same vibrations on a scale from 1 to 6000 Hz.

Flowmeter for refrigeration compressor

Equipment for evaluation, measurement 
and comparison of refrigeration circuits

Locked rotor test for refrigeration 
compressor

Vibration test for refrigeration 
compressors

Statistical test for refrigerator thermostats


